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Anatomically accurate design, vocally realistic sound!



DUEL Game Calls ... anatomically accurate design, vocally realistic sound!
DUEL’s patented Dual Chamber Technology™ projects sound through 
two separate chambers. This emulates the oral and nasal cavities 
through which sound is projected by real animals. The result 
is a tonally robust, resonating sound that’s 
better at convincing game you are real!

C alling game has been around virtually as long as man. Surely it 
          started with man using his own voice to mimic the sounds of animals. 
Eventually, he developed tools to aid in this effort. These tools have evolved into 
the calls we use today. 

Single chamber calls are not as realistic and lack dimension 

Game calls available today all project sound through a single sound chamber. 
The problem with this is that the sound they produce lacks “dimension.” 
It’s like mono sound vs. stereo sound and it’s simply not as realistic. 

Animals project sound through two chambers; 
so should your call 

Animal vocalization (including human) begins with initial air 
pressure from the lungs which is projected in the form of an air 
pressure wave. This wave is  “fi ltered” or spectrally shaped along the way 
in the vocal tract via the contraction of muscles. The vocal tract splits in 
two, forming the nasal cavity (nose/nostrils) and oral cavity (throat/
mouth). While the oral cavity does far more sound articulating than 
the nasal cavity, the nasal cavity is vital for adding resonance. 

Take the “plug-your-nose test” to hear the difference 

To hear for yourself the quality difference between single 
chamber and dual chamber sound, simply plug your 
nose and talk. Your single chamber voice sounds 
completely different. Now imagine what single 
chamber calls sound like to the animal. 

Only DUEL Game Calls 
make dual chamber sound! 

DUEL Game Calls project sound 
through two chambers, just like a 
real animal. This patented Dual Chamber 
Technology™ results in a fuller, more dynamic sound because 
it’s anatomically more accurate and vocally more realistic. And, to the 
                animal, a more realistic 
                  sound is more convincing!

Deer
A good grunt call or bleat call 
can make the difference between 
coaxing a big buck close enough for 
a shot or watching an opportunity 
melt away. DUEL’s Stretchback Grunt 
Call and Micro Heat Bleat Call both 
feature Dual Chamber Technology™ 
for the most realistic and convincing 
sound available. Enhance your 
chance of success with DUEL!

Stretchback 
Grunt Call 
•  Adjustable sound – 
 instantly change call 
 sound by extending 
 the rubber “Stretchback” 
 fl ex tube; allows you to 
 create the illusion of 
 a moving animal 

•  Rubber fl ex tube (not 
 plastic) easily stretches 
 then rebounds without 
 any residual noise; 
 rubber creates a 
 richer sound 

•  FreezeFree design – 
 won’t stop working 
 like other grunt calls

Micro Heat Bleat Call 
• Compact design takes up 
 little room 

• Ridged mouthpiece is easy 
 to hold in your lips (keeping 
 your hands free to draw) 

• Lanyard with alligator clip 
 attaches anywhere (not a 
 loop to go over your neck), 
 for reduced movement 

• FreezeFree design – there’s 
 nothing worse than a call 
 that freezes up when you 
 need it most!

Rut Pack  
Stretchback Grunt Call 
Micro Heat Bleat Call 

Together, the 
Stretchback Grunt Call 
and Micro Heat Bleat Call 
allow you to make every 
deer vocalization there is.
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Elk
No other big game animal is more vocal 
than elk. This is what makes elk so much 
fun to hunt. It’s also what makes them 
possible to hunt. And, that’s why the call 
you use is so critical. DUEL Elk Calls, 
with Dual Chamber Technology™, give 
you an edge that you can’t get with any 
other elk calls – bugles or cow/calf calls. 
That edge is realism. The dual chamber 
realism advantage is especially important 
when hunting elk that hear a lot of calls. 
You’ll be amazed how well DUEL Elk 
Calls work where no other elk calls 
get a response!

21" Standard Bugle

Bugle Strap 
• Heavy-duty, fl exible and lightweight neoprene strap; 
 lets you sling a bugle over your shoulder 

Replacement Reeds 
• Choose between heavy or light reeds 

• Three reeds, 20 rings per pack 

• Chambers are different diameters to better 
 emulate an elk’s anatomy 

• 21" offers bigger sound; heavy latex reed 

• 17" fi ts into a day pack; light latex reed 

• Adjustable single reed produces full range 
 of calls from long range bugles 
 to close-in grunts 

• FreezeFree design 

• Includes camo cover, two replacement 
 reeds, two O-rings and instructions

Mouth Calls (handmade)

• FreezeFree design – call 
 all day without freeze-up; 
 blows when wet (no need 
 to carry a pocketful of 
 cow calls); soft and loud 

• Easy-to-use; produces 
 chirps, mews, estrus 
 calls, etc.

17” Compact Bugle 
Combo Pack 
• 17" Compact Bugle 

• Open Reed Cow Call 

• Single, Double and 
 Triple Reed mouth calls 

• Bugle Strap 

Single Reed 
Cow Elk 

Double Reed 
Bull Elk 

Triple Reed 
Bull Elk

Open Reed Cow Call

• FreezeFree design – 
 it works when you need it, 
 every time 

• Easy-to-use; produces 
 any call, any volume

Open Reed Calf Call

17" Compact Bugle
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Predator
Few animals are as savvy as a coyote. 
It takes a lot to fool this highly adaptable, 
eating machine. Call sound quality is a 
big deal. DUEL Predator Calls give you 
unmatched call sound quality. Even the 
very best, super-premium, handmade calls 
can’t compare because they do not have 
Dual Chamber Technology™. So, if you 
want to convince even the most careful 
’yote, blow a DUEL!

Adjustable 
Coyote/Distress 
• Larger, adjustable single 
 reed design 
• Move O-ring up and down 
 reed to adjust 
• Coyote howls, barks and 
 pup distress 
• Plus, rabbit, fawn and bird distress 
• Lanyard included

Open Reed 
Coyote Howler 
• Larger, single reed 
 fl ex tube design 
• Coyote howls, barks 
 and pup distress 
• Detachable fl ex tube 
• Lanyard included

Open Reed 
Jackrabbit/
Distress 
• Larger, single reed 
 fl ex tube design 
• Jackrabbit distress 
• Plus, coyote barks, 
 howls and pup distress 
• Lanyard included

Open Reed 
Coyote/Distress 
• Compact, single 
 reed design 
• Coyote barks, howls 
 and pup distress 
• Plus, screaming 
 cottontail distress

Every DUEL Predator Call 
features 
Dual Chamber Technology™

Micro 
Estrus Chirp
• Compact micro 
 design 
• Coyote mating call; 
 attracts all coyotes, 
 not just breeding 
 males

Micro 
Rodent 
Distress
• Compact micro 
 design 
• Rodent distress 
 and high-pitch 
 bird distress

Micro 
Cottontail 
Distress
• Compact, micro 
 design 
• Screaming 
 cottontail distress 
 and bird distress

Micro 
Jackrabbit 
Distress 
• Compact, micro design 
• Screaming 
 jackrabbit distress 
 and low pitch bird 
 distress

Predator Pack  
Includes: 

• Open Reed 
 Coyote Howler 

• Open Reed 
 Jackrabbit Distress 

• Micro Rodent 
 Distress 

• Micro Cottontail 
 Distress
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Made in America 
Most game calls are made overseas and 
shipped here to sell. At DUEL, we feel 
strongly that American-made means 
American-grade; higher quality and made 
with pride by workers who understand the 
product and are benefi cial to our economy. 
That’s why we are proud to say that all 
DUEL Game Calls are Made in America!

101 Tug Branch Rd. / Clay City, Kentucky 40312 
Phone: (606) 663-2734 / Fax: (606) 663-4615 
www.duelgamecalls.com


